
Once Walsh's 412 reached its position on the west side of the towers, the crew continued to assess the condition of both stricken buildings, and
checked the roofs again for any people stranded on top. There were none. "It was kind of an awkward situation" recalls Hayes. "We had all this
equipment on board and nothing we could do." They could, however, set up the landing zone (LZ) on the ground, which they did; then they hovered
and monitored the buildings' integrity from their angle, and watched helplessly as people streamed from the lobbies of both buildings — or leapt to
avoid the flames of the upper floors.

The 412's low fuel light came on, so Walsh headed the helicopter back to Floyd Bennett to refuel. And on the ground he took the time out to telephone
his wife, Maddy, to tell her he was all right — and would be going back up again. Once they were airborne again and on their way back to the smoking
twin towers, the South Tower collapsed under the intense heat of the burning jet fuel. In the meantime, gray smoke and debris and papers roiled
around the buildings down below. "We couldn't believe it happened," he remembers. So they took up position on the northeast corner of the North
Tower, and hovered there. "If anyone sees anything buckle on the building let us know," Walsh said. "If you think it is going to buckle we'll tell the
ground units." Even two minutes' advanced warning might give police time to evacuate more workers from the inside or give people time to run a little
farther down the block.

One crewmember thought the north building's top floors seemed to begin buckling, and Hayes radioed it in for everyone — firefighters and police — to
evacuate. Less than three minutes later the north corner collapsed. And again smoke and debris filled the air, following like a demon the people who
were trying to run away. "And there's nothing we could do," says Walsh.

Unlike the South Tower, most people had managed to evacuate. The crew hovered on, waiting for calls to medevac someone. But no calls came.
"Sadly it was very cut and dried. Most of the people walked away or they didn't," says Walsh.

Schub continued flying the 206 along the buildings' west side, when his emergency radio frequency went dead. "We could communicate among
ourselves, but not to the emergency ground services," he says. When his helicopter hit low fuel, he flew back to base. While he was there he called his
wife, who had just received a phone call from his mother. She worked near the Empire State Building. In his mom's office they brought in a television
and watched the second jetliner hit. "She knew I was up flying and was concerned for my safety," he says. When he went up again he flew over and
around Pennsylvania Station, where his mother would walk to leave the city. "I couldn't know if she saw me or not," Schub says. It wasn't until 8 p.m.
that he spoke to her on the phone.

After running low on fuel a second time, Walsh landed once again back at Floyd Bennett, and another crew took over the 412. He spent the rest of the
day — and most of the night — working the radios and telephones. The next morning, after 24 hours on duty, Walsh finally arrived home in Pearl
River, New York. The two oldest of his six children had already left for school. The other four kids were there waiting for the bus. And his wife was also
there, waiting for him. "I was so relieved to be home. I was telling about the situation and — it was the first time I cried. I just broke down. All these
people were dead, and we were not able to do anything about it. That's my job, to rescue people. I couldn't do a damn thing. I had an $8 million
helicopter, and a great crew with me. And we couldn't do a damn thing."

A year later he's had time to think about it and realize what it has all meant. "The most important thing was how people came together," Walsh says.
"You can dwell on the actions of the terrorists or you can best honor those that lost their lives by remembering how the people of this country came
together and to never forget the freedoms that we enjoy. That, I don't ever want people to forget."

Phil Scott is a freelance writer and pilot living in New York City.

New Beginnings

A pilot's return to flight after the terrorist attacks
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There have been two first flights in my life. These weren't first flights in the sense of first solo, first glider flight, or first balloon flight, although such
milestones were memorable each in its own way. Rather, these were moments when I discovered, fresh and new, the pure joy and freedom of flight.

The first of those experiences occurred in a banking turn, flying a Cessna 150 over the cracked ice and windblown snow of Lake Mendota, near
Madison, Wisconsin. I don't remember if it was as a solo student or new private pilot — it doesn't matter — but at that instant I escaped for the first time
the nagging traumas of becoming a pilot and the consuming minutia of doing what pilots must do to remain aloft.

Instead of fearing the terrain as a threat to be avoided, I noted with fascination sailing iceboats and fishing tents among which I'd skated between
college classes in the winter. While skating I'd experienced the fast-moving iceboats only as flashes of color passing me by. From the air, however, I
could see their forward progress across the lake, and the paths left by their runners for miles behind.

The pressure ridges that blocked my progress when skating could now be seen in their entirety — cracked and buckling they formed huge rational



patterns stretching for miles like spider webs across the lake. I soared and gazed, soared and gazed, and knew that day for the first time that I'd
achieved the ranks of birdmen and would never be cured.

My second first flight occurred on a warm autumn day just short of 30 years later — three weeks and two days after twisted souls hurled peaceful
airplanes against skyscrapers. At first the grounding of all things flying seemed appropriate, in homage to those who had died and revulsion to the dark
twist taken during the normally beautiful act of flight.

For days afterward I walked our quiet street, gazing up in wonder at a tranquil sky never before seen devoid of airplanes — at least in my lifetime. I'll
admit to enjoying the peace of it for a time, and finding myself content with the quiet and solitude afforded by empty skies. But when airliners were
again released to fly my mood changed, and I was soon overwhelmed with jealously. Overhead, airplanes traversed skies closed to me.

As days passed, sadness turned to depression. Then hopelessness took over as I realized something that was such a part of me might be gone
forever. There had been other disruptions in my flying over the years — the Arab oil embargo and the air traffic controllers' strike, among them — but
although challenging, none had ever been like this, threatening the very freedom of flight.

My airplane, the Flying Carpet, between whose wings I had spent so many happy hours, was now no more than a throw rug. What if it was destined to
rot amid cracking Royalite and flattening tires like other poor derelicts I'd seen fading in quiet airport corners over the years? To me neglected
airplanes seem as sad as down-and-out people, and these images of decay overwhelmed me to a degree I didn't fully recognize until later.

On this particular sunny October day, however, I found myself unexpectedly released from my cage. Only instrument flying was to be allowed for the
time being, but that was still flying. Like other pilots, I suspect, I'd been unable to face my Flying Carpet since the 9/11 events occurred. There was a
shame in being a part of humankind that an airplane would never understand, its mission of flight being so simple and pure.

The Flying Carpet was covered in dust when I opened the hangar, her cockpit stale as I'd never smelled it before. Instead of the usual rich welcoming
fragrance upon releasing the cabin door, only the slightest hint of drying leather was traceable in air tainted by mustiness. Compassionately, I pulled
the neglected airplane into sunshine, recharged her tires, and cleaned her windshield. As the engine croaked, then stuttered and rumbled to life, my
heart warmed at saving this bird from the clutches of death.

Rarely do we fly instruments in the sunny Southwest, and as I collected my clearance I recognized the strangeness of it all — three years flying from
here, and it was my first instrument flight outbound from this airport. I was bound from Phoenix to Flagstaff, Arizona, to see my son, Hannis — a
destination to which I'd flown many times before. This time, however, I would not fly direct. Rather, I'd be routed northwest over Phoenix, there to follow
a circuitous series of airways via Prescott. I taxied for takeoff.

"My favorite part of flying is when we taxi out onto the runway and line up with the centerline." How appropriate that the words of my other son should
greet me at this particular moment. An aspiring professional pilot, Austin, too, had left for college only a few months earlier. While filled with pride at
both boys' accomplishments, I deeply missed their company — nowhere was the void greater than in the empty copilot seat. I relived Austin's words
after savoring the engine runup — even the usual noisy gyro threatening failure didn't bother me this time. I urged the Flying Carpet down that
centerline...and she flew!

That's when I experienced my second "first flight." Climbing over familiar terrain after weeks of thinking I'd never fly again, I felt anew the grace and
privilege of soaring with hawks. Compounding the sensation was knowledge that tomorrow it could all be taken away again.

"How we've been betrayed," I thought. In the backlash of terror we'd been chained like cowboys off their horses to Earth. Fortunately what might have been
a life sentence was, for the moment, commuted.

Familiar blue skies calmed me as I climbed toward the Bradshaw Mountains, and again I felt all that was flight. There's comfort and beauty in flying
over familiar terrain. Those rooted to the ground imagine aviators fluttering lost from one teetering branch to another, closing their eyes, and setting out
like messages in bottles for points unknown.

We pilots know that's not how it is. Every town, every mountain, every lake and river is connected to another in a continuum. Aviators over time grasp
the true shape of every lake, the course of every railroad track, and where each road and gravel lane may go. Ranches lie hidden in mountain valleys
far off the highway — but no matter how secret, we've been there. Yet like the body of a lover, even the most well-known hills and valleys never become
so familiar as to preclude a new adventure on every trip. With each condition of clouds, time, and light, there's a new perspective.

Looking down, I noted progress over the village of Oak Creek. I'd never set foot in the place, yet in some respects I knew it better than its residents —
how the town appears when first seen over red buttes from the south, the pattern formed by its streets" and how the creek itself actually meanders
through town (not just the view from road crossings here and there). Moreover, I know the community's true location; how and where it really
lies relative to its red-rock surroundings and the human fabric connected to it.

Flagstaff's position I divined from long familiarity, well before actually seeing the city itself. It materialized as expected, in the shadow of snow-
covered Humphreys Peak. My son was waiting to greet me at the airport. We drove downtown like so many times before, and dined alfresco at a



favorite sidewalk cafe.

It was there, sipping fruit smoothies in the shade and talking with Hannis, that I finally felt whole again. Behind me in my logbook was the equivalent of
180 workweeks in the air. I'd believed it was over. Now, in the rich company of my son, I knew there was at least one more glorious flying hour to look
forward to — the journey home. What more could I ask? I'd been relieved of my bowlegs and would soon be airborne once more. Always I had envied
the boundless joy of new pilots; now I'd get to be one again.

Greg Brown was the 2000 National Flight Instructor of the Year. He is the author of numerous flight instruction books and he writes the "Flying Carpet"
column for AOPA Flight Training magazine. His new book, Flying Carpet, is due out this spring.

Postcards

Flying New York: It's a Wonderful Town

BY CHRIS HAWLEY

On a sunny September day, as the streets were filling with rush-hour traffic, something happened in lower Manhattan that would echo forever in
American history.

It was September 9, 1830, and a 40-foot-high, hydrogen-filled balloon had drawn 20,000 spectators — some paying a whopping 50 cents for the best
seats — to the place now known as Battery Park. A band played, guns were fired, and then a man named Charles Ferson Durant climbed into the
aircraft, cut the cables, and with a tip of his hat, became the first professional American aviator.

We landed in New Jersey and returned two days later by steamboat, a hero. America began flying that day. The date was September 11.

This is an important story to tell, because a disturbing thing happened in the New York City area after the attacks of September 11, 2001. Even months
after most of the temporary flight restrictions were lifted in the area, the skies over New York were empty of general aviation aircraft. The transient
ramps at local airports were deserted. Pilots were planning their flights to avoid New York City altogether. For a while it was as if 171 years of aviation
history had suddenly come to an end.

It was a shame, because New York City remains one of the best tourist attractions in the world. Plus, it's chock-full of things for pilots to see. Within the
city and its environs there are three top-notch airplane museums, an aviation hall of fame, a Navy airfield-turned-park, and an abundance of aviation-
related historic sites.

It's also surprisingly easy to visit New York by airplane. The city is surrounded by a half-dozen friendly little airports, and the area's excellent public
transportation can get you to Times Square in 30 minutes.

"New York is a great destination for flying," said Dennis Moyes, an officer of the local Paramus Flying Club in nearby Teterboro, New Jersey. "There
are just thousands of things to do in New York. And that flight down the river past Manhattan is just a spectacular trip. It's unforgettable."

The Hudson River corridor

You'll want to arrive in style, with a flight down the Hudson River corridor, a VFR "tunnel" running through the thicket of Class B airspace. Study the
New York terminal area chart and give the notams a thorough reading, then back it up with a briefing from the New York Flight Service Station
(631/737-1000).

Approaching from the north, make sure your Mode C transponder is on at least 30 miles outside Manhattan. Turn on all your lights and tune the radio
to 123.05 MHz, used by all traffic on the river to call out positions.

Fly south down the Hudson, keeping on the right (New Jersey) side. By the time you reach the Alpine Towers, two candy-striped radio towers across
the river from Yonkers, you should be at 900 feet. That altitude will keep you out of the 1,100-foot floor of New York's Class B airspace.

Call out your position at the George Washington Bridge at the northern tip of Manhattan, the USS Intrepid aircraft carrier museum, and again over the
bluish-green Colgate Building on the New Jersey shore. Remember not to fly directly over the Statue of Liberty or Ellis Island, as they both lie under
the 2,000-foot agl exclusion zones you'll find over any national landmark. At the moment, there is also a temporary flight restriction prohibiting
operations within a one nautical mile radius of the statue. That TFR is scheduled to expire September 30, but be sure to check AOPA Online for
current information (www.aopa.org/whatsnew/newsitems/2001/010915tfr.html#ny).

Like most celebrities, Lady Liberty is shorter in real life at only 305 feet, so you may be tempted to descend lower than is safe to get a good look. If you
plan to circle the statue, remember that Newark's airspace starts at 500 feet just a half-mile to the west. Local helicopter pilots fondly call the statue
"the lady" on the radio, as in "500 feet at Colgate, going out to visit the lady."


